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GLUEBALLS IN THE REACTION u"p + Wn AT 22 GeV/c*

R.S. Longacre

Brookhaven National Laboratory

Abstract

The BNL/CCNY group has observed and performed a partial wave
analysis on - 4000 (22 GeV) ir~p + <J»<j)n events. The OZI
suppression has been found to be almost completely broken down. The
<f><(i spectrum is found to be composed almost entirely of I^jPC = 0+2++

partially waves which occur in S and D-waves with spin zero and spin
two. Assuming i) QCD is correct, and 2) the OZI rule is universal
for weakly coupled glue in disconnected Zweig diagrams due to the
creation or anniilation of new types of quarks; it is concluded that
one to three primary glueballs with the above quantum numbers are
responsible for the observed data.

Introduction

QCD without quarks, the pure non-abelian gauge theory, will
possess its own spectrum of states that are composed solely out of
gluon fields (glueballs). Parisi and Petranzio estimated that the
effective gluon mass due to confinement is around .75 GeV. Since
this mass is twice that of the effective mass of quarks due to
confinement, one finds that the glueball spectrum occurs at the
excited level of the quark anti~quark spectrum. The two spectra have
many states with the same quantum numbers and thus mixing between
these states are expected. Therefore we expect that the nonets of
the excited quark anti-quark spectrum which have the same quantum
numbers as the low-lying glueball spectrum should appear to have an
extra singlet state and possess mixing properties which deviate from
ideal mixing. A glueball candidate of this type was reported by
BNL/CCNY Jpc= 0++ gs(1240) . This would make a 0++ multiplet with
ten members and the right characteristics (see Table 1). Of course,
one must realize that there are many other possible explanations for
the set of 0 + + states presented in Table 1 . One should also note
that if the state TI£ of Table 1 is found in the 1500-1600 GeV region
this state plus the iota(1440) would also make a JP(- = 0"*" decuplet
with the appropriate properties. However, many authors have argued
that the iota(1440) is the n& and thus not a glueball. All the
other states in ^his mass region are ideally mixed and do not possess
any extra members. Most glueball spectrum calculations agree that
only the Cr*"1" and 0""1" states should occur in this mass region and all
other states should lie higher in mass.

This research was supported by the U.S. Department of Energy
under Contract " \ DE-AC02-76CH00016 (3NL).
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TABLE I

Masses of qq states in several meson nonets compared with the values
predicted by our equal spacing rule as described in Ref. 3. All
masses are given in units of
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In the next mass region 1.8 to 2.8 GeV many states (qq) arid many
channels come into play making the spectural identification process
very complicated. In order to ferret out glueballs in this mass
region one needs a glueball filter of some kind. Two kinds of
filters for glueballs are known to exist: 1) radiative decay of
heavy quark anti-quark systems; 2) OZI suppressed channels. The
iota(1440) is a strong candidate produced in radiative decay of the
J/f(3.1). However, to explore 1.8 to 2.8 GeV mass region one is
fighting falling phase space in a low statistics experiment.

The gluebal'l filter we have used is the OZI suppressed channel.
According to present concepts in QCD, the OZI suppression is due to
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the fact that two or more hard gluons are needed to bridge the gap in
an OZI suppressed (disconnected or hairpin) diagram involving new
types of quarks. The early onset of asymptotic freedom ltads to
relatively weak coupling constant for these gluons, which causes the
OZI suppression. However, if the gluons in the intermediate state
resonate to form a glue.ball the effective coupling constant becomes
large and the OZI suppression will disappear in the mass region of
the glueball and only in the partial wave of the glueball.

The T~p * Experiment

The reaction ir~p •*• H n (see Figure 1) is such an 021 suppressed
channel and has the advantage that it probes the mass region 2.0-3.0
GeV where glueballs are predicted to be found. The BNL/CCNY colla-
boration had shown in 1977-78 that in the reaction ir~p + $$n at 22.6
GeV/c, that the OZI suppression was absent and was interpreted as
evidence for glueballs in the <j><j> channel . However the statistic
(-100) events was not sufficient to allow a viable partial wave
analysis to identify specific states.

v, d

< u

3^ d̂

ir- p ^<p<pn

Fig. 1 The quark line diagram for the reaction ir~p + <j«t>n which is
disconnected (i.e., a double hairpin diagram) and is OZI
forbidden. Two or three gluons are shown connecting the
disconnected parts of the diagram depending upon the
quantum numbers of the H system.

The BNL MPS (Multiparticle Spectrometer) was redesigned with a
novel, high speed drift chamber system replacing the spark chambers
in order to obtain greater than an order of magnitude more data. In
two runs with the new MPS II, a 22 Gev/c incident IT" beam, BNL/CCNY
obtained 1200 ir~p * <t»<j>n events in the spring of 82 and an
additional 3100 ir~p •*• <t><|>n events in the winter of 83. At the time of
the EMS conference an analysis was not completed using the winter 83
data, so that the section containing the amplitude analysis and the
K-matrix fits will be given in two parts: 1) analysis using only the
spring 82 data which was published in Ref. 10; 2) analysis of the
combined samples which took place after the conference.
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Fig 2 The MPS II and the experimental arrangement (see Refs. 7

and 11 for further details.

correlating in two PWC's and a large of

4,000 ^^n events.

Figure 3 is a scatter plot of the mass of one Khr pair
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A scatter plot of K*K"" effective mass. Two randomly chosen
mass combinations are plotted of each event. Clear bands
of K1020) are seen with an anormous enhancement (black
spot) where they overlap (i.e. ijxj)).

Fig. 3

greater than the KK^TC")intensity. Figure 4 shows that the reaction
ir~ •+• (hK+TCn is an OZI allowed reaction and therefore should overpower
the OZI suppressed channel if~p •*• <!><j>n.

Fig. 4 The 4uark line diagram for the reaction ir~p •»• <))K';T"n, which
is connected and OZI allowed.



Jndep,endent evidence of the break down of the OZI suppression is
given ~ by a study of the reaction K~p •*• 4><j>A or <f>4>S . This OZI
allowed reaction has a cross section only a factor => 6 times larger
than the cross section ir~ + (jxjin which is OZI forbidden (see Fig. 5 ) .
One should divide the 6 by a factor of two since one is comparing two
strange baryons with one non-strange baryon. The OZI allowed and

2.0

Fig. 5 The <!><() effective mass spectrum for K~p + <p<pA/S°.

forbidden reactions hava equal cross sections within a factor of 3.
In contrast, the ratio:

a(K~p

a(ir-p
60; 1

which shows the typical OZI supression. It has also been shown12

recently that

q(K~p

o(K~p ff(ir-p
5.

Since these ratio's are the same and small lor both K and IT
induced reactions, and only the if~p + ^ n is supposed to be OZI
suppressed, these ratios argue for the complete absence of OZI
suppression in ir~p + # n .

For the overall event sample, Figure 6 shows the mass spectrum
of the other K+IC pair in an event when one ld"K~ pair falls in the 4>
mass band (1019.6 - 14 MeV), this clearly indicates the huge $<)>
signal and requires a very small <f> Zhc background substraction -
10%. Figure 7 shows a very clear neutron recoil from the <jxj> missing
mass. An estimated contamination of non-neutron events in our data
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sample is approximately 3%. This should have a negligible effect on
our analysis.
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Fig. 6
The effective mass of each K+K" pair
for which the other pair was in the 4>
mass band.

Fig. 7
The missing mass squared for
the neutral recoiling system
for the d>cfa.

Figure 8 shows the detected <f><t> mass spectrum with tyY+KT back-
ground (a 10-15%) subtracted. Near threshold events which have
ambiguous assignment of kaons to a given $ were removed. This
reduces the number of $<(> events by 30% near threshold. Figure 8
also shows the acceptance corrected spectrum, which is derived from a
partial wave analysis to be discussed in the next section. Finally,
one should note that the H data has a t1 distribution consistent
with pion exchange. If one looks at the quark structure of Figure 1,
one essentially has a pion being absorbed by the proton by radiating
several gluons (thought to represent a glueball) and thus one would
expect a peripheral production mechanism, which is what we observe.
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Fig. 8 The observed <j><|> effective mass spectrum with the
background substructed (solid dot). The open dots are the
acceptance corrected spectrum derived from a partial wave
analysis where the smooth curve is a K-matrix fit to that
analysis.

Partial wave analysis (1200 events, Spring 82)

The partial wave analysis (PWA) used six angles to specify the
spin and angular momentum information of the <M system with each <t>
decaying into a K+K~ pair. Figure 9 shows the Gottfried-Jackson (GJ)
frame, which is defined in the rest frame of the >)><j> system. The axes
of the GJ frame is defined with Z-axis given by the direction of the
incoming ir~ and the y-axis defined by the proton momentum vector
cross the neutron momentum vector. We employed the .usual GJ angles,
3 (polar) and Y (azimuthal). Figure 1C shows the rest frame of <f>i.
In this frame we label the polar angle of the daughter Ki + relative
to the parent §\ direction as 8i and azimuthal angle as oj. There is
a similar rest frame (not shown) for the second 4>( 4*2) with corres-
ponding polar angle 82. Since the azimuthal angles a are the same in
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G.J. FRAME Z « • " BEAK

Y = p x S

X - Y x Z

Fig. 9

«, AND »2 LIE IN (Z,X f ) PLANE

The Gottfried-Jackson frame with polar angle 3 and
azimuthal angle Y.

REST FRAME OF * t

V

Fig. 10 The <j>i rest frame with the polar angle 61 of the decay Ki
+

(relative to the <i>i direction) and the azimuthal angle 04
of the decay Kl+.
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either rest frame, <*2 is shown in Figure 10. These six angles are
used in the basis vectors, which are designated by six quantum
numbers. Each basis vector was an allowable combination of: J =
0,1,2,3,4; L » 0,1,2,3; S = 0,1,2; M i J; P = ±; n = ±. J is the
total angular momentum of the $$ system, L is the orbital
angular momentum, M is jj^lj p *s the parity sa^- *> the exchange
naturality. 1 = 0 and C = + for the W system. Bose statistics
require that L + 3 = an even number. The basis vector
[gj LSH (Y,0,cti,a2,if>i,<f>2)] for a given allowable combination is in
general a sum of nine triple d-functions with the appropriate weight
given by a product of two Clebsch-Gordon coefficients.

G j p LSM^ ( Y j 0 ) a i j O t 2 ) 9 l j e 2 ) = 3

Real [(1"1)~T1(1+1) I CU.l.S/u,-*) C(L,S,J/0,u-X)
2 U X

M,P-A u,o

In order to determine the partial waves playing a major role in the
H system, we consider a 200 MeV wide mass bin at the peak of the <j)<f>
mass spectrum (2.1 - 2.3 Gev). We used the maximum likelihood
technique to determine which ampitudes are most important in
describing the angular distributions. The differential cross section
is given by

'J LSM J LSM

where ft represents all six angles;

Q = Y,l3,on, a2,9l,82

The log likelihood function we employed was given by events in

eventsevents
In L - I In 1(0 ) - I A M . i ,

1-1 jk J -1K kjk

where j and k represents a set of quantum numbers of a given wave

j =• JPLSMn 7

TPT GMP

The amplitudes A are fitting parameters and determine the
amount of each partial wave. The second term in Equation 6 is a
normalization term which also puts the acceptance bias of the
apparatus into the probability calculations. The matrix M,-̂  was
determined by integrating bi-linear combinations of the basis
functions over phase space generated <Hn events produced and then
detected in the Monte Carlo simulation of our MPS apparatus.
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M = /G.Gka(«)dn 8

where a(^) is the acceptance of the apparatus given by the program.

We then cycled through all 52 possible waves one at a time in
order to determine the most significant. The largest and most
significant likelihood was obtained for JpcLSMn = 2++020". This wave
was retained and in turn each of the remaining other 51 amplitudes
were tried one at a time. The only significant additional contribu-
tion came from J^CLSM'1 = 2++220~. The fact that only M = 0 waves
were found is consistant with the fact that no structure appears in
the Y distribution. In order to check the above results we cycled
through all possible two wave fits made out of the 52 waves (total of
1326 fits) and again obtained the same two waves as the only accep-
table solution. The addition of a third wave did not produce a
statistically significant contribution when the remair i.ng 50 waves
were cycled through.

We further divided up the $<!> mass spectrum into a total of five
100 new mass bins. In each mass bin we determined how much ^KT1^"
background was present. We accomplished this by an extrapolation
procedure from the events which lie in the <j> band near the $to overlap
region of Figure 3. The background of (jaK+K" events is around 10% at
threshold and increases to 15% at 2.5 Gev. We have examined this
background data and determined that it was consistan*- with no
structure. Another 30% of the events are excluded from the first 100
MeV mass bin due to ambiguous assignment of kaons to a given <i>.
Therefore we have represented this background in each of the 5 mass
bins as a fixed phase space background.

In Figure lla we show the events at production per 100 MeV for
each of the two 2 + + partial waves in the five mass bins. The smooth
curves are derived from a K-matrix fit which will be described in the
next section. The relative phase of the D-wave amplitude with
respect to the S-wave amplitude is shown in Figure lib.

K-Matrix Fits and Breit-Wigner Parameters (Spring 82)

The next step in the amplitude analysis is the extraction of
resonance parameters from the five sets of amplitudes. In order to
do this we used the generalized Watson theorem of Aitchison. Ian
Aitchison had shown that the most general production amplitude T can
be written in terms of a K-matrix formalism which is a natural
generalization of the Watson.theorem, whose phase shift describes
resonance behavior.

One can achieve an ordinary unitary two-body formation T-matrix
that has intermidiate resonance states by a K-matrix approach:

T = (1-iK)" 1^ . ' 9
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Fig. 11 ' and
descrM

ibe

) and for
d in the

(a) The points show the intensity (jsj'
the best mass-independent two-wave fie
text.
(b) The points show the D-S phase difference
(mass-independent) for the best two—wave fit described in
the text. The curves show the resultant best fit from a
two-pole K-matrix fit.

The (1-iK) term in Equation 9 describes the propagation of
two-body interned:} ate states, while the K term governs the formation
and decay streng'.i of these intermediate states. The notation, which
we will expand <a shortly, for a K-matrix for n poles (n intermediate
states) formeu in channel a.and decaying into channel 6 is given by:

, F .1/2 . v ,1/2

K 10
- s
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where the ± depends on the signs of the couplings. The generaliza-
tion that Aitchison achieved was to simply replace the (mjrj) /
term by a complex number which represented the production strength
and phase of »:he intermediate state. Thus by defining a P vector

p P ~ L 2 '
j=l m./ - s

one can write the most general production amplitude (T)

T = (l-iK)"1?. 12

Each pole in the K-matrix beside having a production strength
Cj also in general has decay probabilities into the two 2"1"1"
channels. For the S-wave channel, we define ^j(S2) a s

rj(s2)
13

where q <)><(> is the center of mass momentum of the <j>. For the spin two
D-wave, we define ^^(Xi2) as

rj(D 2) = q<HB2(q|,i>) Tfj(D2), 14

where B2(qij)<|>) is the D-wave Blatt-Weiskopf barrier factor using one
Fermi length of interaction.

The $<k amplitudes that we have measured are mainly ir-exchange
amplitudes and thus the K-matrix poles must have a coupling to the tnt
channel. Along with the iff mode these poles must also couple to many
other channels. Since none of these other channels have been looked
at (very hard to do without the OZI filter), we can only enter their
implicit effects and not an explicit data to further constrain the
problem. These channels have two implicit effects: 1) they are part
of the total width of the resonance; 2) they can mix the K-matrix
poles by cross coupling among them. The most general way to add
these effects is to introduce two extra channels into the K-matrix.
Asymptotically all channels kinematics is equal to the mass of the <|>cf>
system. We introduce two channels:

15

16

With the above parameterization, we fitted the set of two
amplitudes (S and D wave) in the five different energy bins. In
order to achieve an acceptable fit we needed to include at least two
poles in the K-matrix. For a one pole fit we were more than 10<J away
from a good fit.

rj(EXTRAl) " '

and

j(EXTRA2) " '

2
° H Yj(EXTRAl)J

_ Y2
<M> j(EXTRA2)*
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The Breit-Wigner parameters associated with the K-matrlx fit is
given in Table 2. The Breit-Wigner parameters were derived from the
K-mai:rix parameters using the Appendix of Ref. 15. The most
interesting feature of Table 2 is that the lower resonance (gT(2160))
is coupled 98% S-wave while the upper resonance (gT(2320)) is coupled
96% to D-wave.

TABLE 2
Quantum numbers and parameters c" the K-matrix fit to the S- and

D-wave amplitudes (and phase difference) of Fig. 11.

gT(2160) gT(2320)

0+2-H-

2.16 ±
0.31 =
rD/rS

0
0

a

.05

.07
0.02

0+2++
2.32 ±
0.22 ±
VrD

0
0

a

.04

.07
0.04

Mass (GeV)
rtot
Ratio of Partial Widths

At the time of the (SMS Conference the above fits were all that
was available and is the same fits as Ref. 10. However after the
Conference an amplitude analysis and K-matrix fit were carried out
using the combined sample of data: Spring 82; Winter 83. It should
be noted that other papers and summaries in this conference report
had no access to the following information.

PARTIAL WAVE ANALYSIS (TOTAL DATA SAMPLE)

With the increase of data from a 1200 to " 4000 ir~p ->• iRn
events, we divided the data up into three mass bins for initial wave
searching. The first mass bin was called the threshold bin which ran
from 2.04 to 2.14 GeV. The second bin (the intermediate bin) ran
from 2.14 to 2.34 GeV, while the last bin (high mass bin) ran from
2.34 to 2.54 GeV.

Using all available data we searched the above three mass bins
using all combinations of two waves. The results were that in the
first bin, the wave which had the best likelihood was J^LSM11 •
2++020~, while all second waves were small and unimportant. In the
intermediate bin we merely reproduced the results derived from the
Spring 82 data, namely two waves are important jP^LSM11 = 2++020~ and
jPC = 2++220~. For the higher mass bin our results differed in that
the second important wave was the other possible 2 + D-wave J^^LSM11 =
2++200~. Since in all bins the S-wave 2++020~ was important and
dominating, we considered all combinations of three waves that
contained the 2"H'020~ in the three mass bins. For the threshold bin
as in the two wave fit only the S-wave 2"1"1" is large and significant.
In the intermediate bin the best fit was the three 2 + + waves and the
same was true for high mass bin. All other secondary combinations in
either the intermediate and higher mass bins were down by 3tJ or
more. All of these secondary combinations' in either bin with likeli-
hood 3 to 5o" down in significant where down by 7 to 16o in the other
of the two bins. In each bin the best three wave fit was 8o better
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than the best two wave fit. We were thus left with only one conti-
nuous solution through the total mass region. It should be noted
that the continuity of a solution is a very necessary requirement,
and only continuous solutions are physically significant. This
continuous solution required the third wave J^LSM11 = 2++200~ with a
statistical significant of > 10s. Adding a fourth wave to these
three 2 + + waves did not increase the likelihood by a significant
amount, and thus there is no evidence for the presence of a fourth
wave.

It at first appears remarkable that we. can demonstrate such
selectivity arriving at one unique three wave fit through the mass
region. However this results from the fact that the H system is a
very powerful analysis system for determining particular waves. If
we look at Fig. 12 where angular variables for the 12 M = 0 waves
that were used are shown. We notice from these figures that each
wave has its own characteristic signature in the various variables
shown. Our data as mentioned early is flat in the Y distribution and
thus Y is not shown in Fig. 12. In Fig. 12 we also display linear
combinations of variables which explicitly shows the correlations
present in the different partial waves.

M = 0 FOR ALL PURE WAVES

WAVE cose

L=I,S=I

L=2,S=2

L=3

Fig. 12 (a) Various pure waves from JPC = 0++ to JPC

0.
with M =
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FOR ALL PURE WAVES

Fig. 12 (b) Various pure waves from J
0.

to J with M =

We further divided up the $$ mass spectrum into a total of ten
mass bins which are given in Table 3. In each mass bin we again
determined how much ^idT" background was present. We examined now a
factor of 4 greater background than in our Spring 82 analysis and
determined that it was consistent with no structure by comparing
maximum likelihood fits of flat phasa space compared with given
partial waves. Flat phase space was the superior parameterization.
Therefore we represented, as we did earlier, the fixed background in
each bin by flat phase space.

In Fig. 13 we show the events at production per 50 MeV for each
of the three 2 + + partial waves in the ten mass bins. The smooth
curves are derived from a K-matrix fit which will be described in the
next section.. The relative phases of the two D-wave amplitudes with
respect to the S-wave amplitude is shown in Fig. 14. The phases of
the D-wave amplitudes in the first three mass bins and the last mass
bin were undeterminable, due to the smallness of the D-wave
amplitudes in the first three bins and the smallness of the data
sample in the last bin. In the first three bins the smallness of the
D-wave amplitudes make the errors on the phase very unreliable
because of the correlation between the magnitude and phase is
extremely large.
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o<J> M a s s

TABLE 3

Bin Used in Sp:

Mass (GeV)

2.040 - 2
2.115 - 2
2.165 - 2
2.215 - 2

.115

.165

.215

.265
2.265 - 2.315
2.315 - 2
2.365 - 2
2.415 - 2
2.465 - 2
2.540 - 2

.365

.415

.465

.540

.640

TOTAL

Events

423
471
528
476
418
381
340
215
215
185

3652

4000h

3000

2000

1000

o S-WAVE S'Z
• 0-WAVE S=2
• D-WAVE S»O

2.0 2.2 2.4 2.6
GeV

Fig. 13 Tha three 2 + f partial waves at production per 50 MeV. The
smooth curves are derived from a K-matrix fit.

A detailed comparison (in three mass bins) of the data and the
Monte Carlo generated prediction for our fit from the partial wave
analysis is shown in Fig. 15. The Monte Carlo results were
acceptance-corrected and are based on over 49000 generated events,
thus making it possible to derive the smooth curves shown in Fig.
15. In Fig. 15a we show the comparison of the GJ angles cos B and
Y. We see that a very good fit is achieved for cos 8 and that indeed
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Fig. 14 D-S phase difference from the partial wave analysis. The
smooth curves are derived from a K-matrix fit.

Y is flat. Fig. 15b shows the a, o-\ + ot2, and a.\ - 02 comparison for
the three mass bins. There are two impressive features that should
be noted in these plots: 1) the large a-\ - <*2 dip which reaches a
ratio » 3 to 1 between peak and valley; 2) the change of the a dis-
tribution as one changes the mass of the <$><S> system. The presence of
the large signal in the a.\ - <*2 distribution shows unambiguously that
the 2 + + dominates the spectrum (see ai - a2 plots of the pure waves,
Fig. 12). The disappearance of the dip in the a distribution in the
2.29 GeV bin and the deepening of the o^ - a2 dip is a clear and
unambiguous S-D interference with S = 2. The appearance of an oj +
c*2 signal require a third wave with its signature and 're found is an
S = 0 2"1"1" D-wave. The 3 to 1 dip that appears in the a distribution
is the main reason an S-D interference between S = 2 and S = 0 waves.

In Fig. 15c we display-cos 95 cos 6X + cos 82 and cos 61 - cos
82 distributions. Even though these distributions are less
definitive they are well reproduced and show systematic changes as
mass is increased.
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Fig. 15 (a) Cos3 and Y for three representative mass bins, where B
is the polar angle and Y is the azimuthal angle of a given
<j> in the G.J. frame.
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Fig. 15 (b) a, aj - ct2, and. a^ + a.^ for three representative mass
bins, where a is the azimuthal angle of the KT1" in the d
rest frame measure from the x-axis of the G.J. frame.
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representative mass bins, where 9 is the polar angle of the
id" in the $ rest frame measure from other <(> as the z-axis.
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K-MATRIX FITS AND BREIT-WIC-NER PARAMETERS (TOTAL DATA SAMPLE)

The next step is to again extract the resonance parameters from
the PWA fits from the ten sets of amplitudes. We need to add one
more channel to the K-matrix in order to take care of the spin zero
D-wave 2 + + amplitude

F (Do) = qH

With an expanded parameterization, we fit the set of three amplitudes
in the ten different mass bins. In order to achieve a good fit we
need to have at least three K-matrix poles. With the three K-matrix
poles we were able to well represent the data in a 680 effective
angular bins which corresponds to the ten mass bins. Representative
examples of these angular bins are shown in Fig. 15. The good fit to
the mass spectrum is shown in Fig. 8. This fit is the smooth curve
on Figs. 13 and 14. Our fit with two K-matrix poles was 13a away
from an ideal fit. One feature of the two-pole fit is that it
reproduces the two pole fit of the Spring 82 data with an added
D-wave decay mode for the upper resonance. Since the two D-wave
amplitudes do not peak at the same mass this fit is very unsuccessful
at describing the detailed behavior.

The Breit-Wigner parameters of the 3 pole K-matrix fit is given
in Table 4. The two lower mass resonance mainly decay through S = 2
amplitudes and the higher mass resonance mainly decays through an S =
0 amplitude. The relative branching ratio of each channel and the
signs of the couplings are also given in Table 4. Hopefully one day
these numbers and signs will be predicted by theory describing
glueball decays into the <|><j> channel. Since all the K—matrix poles
(i.e. resonances) have the same quantum numbers, there is
considerable mixing between the three waves and this leads to the
sizable error estimates shown.

CONCLUSION AND GLUEBALL PHENOMENOLOGICAL PREDICTIONS

From our partial wave analysis, we have shown that the OZI
violating amplitudes of irir going into <K are totally described by
three 2 + + resonance states. If one takes as input anzatsen: 1) the
correctness of QCD; 2) the universality of the OZI rule for weakly
coupled glue in a disconnected Zweig diagram, due to introduction of
a new type of qq pair, then one can only conclude that the strong
gluon coupling is due to resonating glue or glueballs.

We had discussed in the introduction that up to 1.8 GeV in mass
only the 0"*"*" and 0~** states are expected from recent phenomeno logical
predictions. In constituent glueball models the gluon is
considered to have an effective mass mg *• 0.75 GeV, due to
confinement. Thus we would expect the two gluon S-wave modes to
occur at 1.5 GeV. However it is believed that hyperfine splitting
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TABLE 4

Three Resonance Fit

Mi = 2.120+'?™ r: = .300+*!.^ - 40% data;

S-wave, S = 2 -30%*™^ coupling sign (+) defined

D-wave, S = 2 -50%__(-<.° coupling sign (-)

D-wave, S = 0 ~20%_2 ° coupling sign (-)

M2 = 2.22O^*°2o
 r2 = «200 ± .050 - 40% data

S-wave, S = 2 -40% ° coupling sign (+)

+20%
D-wave, S = 2 "5O^_1o% coupling sign (+)

D-wave, S = 0 ~1O%_ ° coupling sign (+)

M3 = 2.360 ± .020 T3 = .150**if? - 15% data

S-wave, S = 2 - 2 5 % _ ^ coupling sign (+)

D-wave, S = 2 - 0% + 25% coupling sign (-)

D-wave, S = 0 -75%__rw coupling sign (+)

will move the spin aro state (J^C = 0"*-*") down in mass to around 1
GeV and thus move the spin two state (JPC = 2++) up in mass to around
2 GeV. The three gluon sector (mg

 B 3 x 0.75 = 2.25 GeV) lies in
the middle of the ijxf mass range but the spin parity of the ground
states is not available through IT exchange (except for a 0"1"*" state
predicted by the bag modsl ).

MIT bag calculation of glueballs assume massless gluons and
obtain predictions for quantum numbers and masses of various
states. ~ The masses of the most recent calculation based on
the MIT bag has a (TE) 2++ mode at or around 1.9 GeV, while their
(TM) 2++ mode is at around 2.4 GeV.

The massless assumption for gluons in the bag does not allow 2 + +

for the low-lying 3 gluon states, in contrast to the constituent
gluon model which allows all Jp<- for the 3g states and all pC
(i.e., C = -i) for the 2g states.
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So far, lattice calculations have concentrated mainly on the

glueball ground state getting the (T1"1" at 0.8 to 1.0 GeV. Recently
they have begun to attack higher spin states.2 ~ 2 The work is still
preliminary, but they indicate that the higher spin states lie above
1.8 GeV which is in agreement with the other types of models. The
models say one should look for glueballs in the §§ mass region and
the OZI rule says that these states should stand out above the
regular qq states. At least two 2 + + states should appear in this
region, while the constituent model would have three 2 + + states.

This is what we did and three 2"1"*" states were found which break
down the OZI suppression and thus we conclude on the basis of two
axioms that they are produced by glueballs.
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